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Introduction
Several studies have shown that microbiome in the Antarctica is highly diverse via Next-generation, culture-independent
sequencing.

The strictly environment, cold and ultraviolet light, of the Antarctica causes mammalians and birds living severe,

and then the Antarctica harbors diverse, viable and metabolically active microbial populations that represent almost all the
major phylogenetic groups.

Many of microbial taxa are uncultured and taxonomically unique, and a community that seems to

be structured solely by abiotic processes.

Recently, it was reported of analyzing of subglacial aqueous environments.

However, the different between the place the lives, mammalians and birds, exists (called “the Exist Place”) and the place they
don't or rare (called “the Not Place”), is not obviously.

In this study, we investigated the sand gravel sample around the

Showa-Station and compared the sand gravel acquired from the Exist Place with the Not Place.
Materials and Methods
The sand gravel samples were acquired the point of the map (below). The points, where the samples 1 to 6 were acquired, are
the Exist Place and 7 to 11 are the Not Place.

The sand gravels were stocked in the 4℃, and DNA were extracted from 0.25g

of them using PowerSoil DNA Isolation kit.

For shotgun metagenome sequencing, DNA library were prepared with with

Nextera XT DNA Preparation Kit and sequencing was performed using a MiSeq sequencer (Illumina) in a 2×300bp
paired-end run.

Obtained reads were trimmed of low-quality sequences (the Phred quality score < Q30).

Subsequently,

remaining DNA sequence reads were analyzed by MEGABLAST against the non-redundant nucleotides databases and
whole-genome sequence database (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), followed by taxonomic classification using MEGAN ver. 6
software.
Results
The reads number of 13(±3)×105 were collected from each sample.

At first, classified the kingdom, the most proportion

(79.7±4.3%) of each sample is "No hits" (means not applicable among already known sequences), next to the bacteria
(13.4±3.9%).

The rest (the Archaea, Eukaryota and virus) is under 1% together.

As analyzing to phylum among the

Bacteria, the most phylum of the Exist Place is Proteobacteria (67.8±15.1%), on the other hand it of the Not Place is
Actinobacteria (64.5±7.6%).

The sample 4, which acquired from the place of rich fecas of mammalians or birds (unknown in

detail), contained much of Bacteroidetes (32.4%) compared to others (0-10%).

Besides, we investigated the phylum of

bacteria related with causing diseases, there are a lot of Xanthomonadales and Burkholderlales in the Exist Place.
Discussion
Our study showed the major phylum in the Exist Place is Proteobacteria, and in the Not Exist is Actinobacteria.
that the lives make microbiome changed.
microbiome seemed to be influenced.

Particularly, the more closely the lives related with, for example feces, the more

In addition, we confirmed the phylum related with diseases and the kinship existed

more in the Exist Place than in the Not Place.
came from our world with human.

It suggests

It has not been clear that the phylum was originated from the Antarctica or

However, at least it suggests human is correlated to microbiome in the Antarctica.

Now as bacteria in only the Antarctica will be able to be empiric with global warming progressing and the field of activities of
human expanding, the Antarctic bacteria is more and more important.
bacteria in the Antarctica.

Much of “No hits” seems to exist the unknown

We planned the further analysis that bacterial species in detail and whether they have resistant

factor to antibiotic.
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